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This month, we’ve curated four incredible selections so you can build two 
perfectly balanced bites. We’re pairing rich buffalo’s milk cheese with 
delicate jam and a hearty, woodsy wedge with spicy-sweet peppers. 

Trade Street Jam Co. Plum & Rose Jam
Each spoonful of this summery jam is like biting into a ripe 
plum—juicy, tart, and sweet. Rosewater brings a hint of floral 
complexity. The flavor shines because it’s crafted without 
extra sugar or added pectin.

Juicy / Floral / Light 

Casatica® di Bufala
This milky Italian cheese gets its rich creaminess from 
buffalo milk. Each bite of this pleasantly pudgy cheese 
reveals a pillowy texture, marshmallow-like sweetness, 
and notes of custard. A rich, delicate treat.

Rich / Sweet / Pudgy 

PAIRING PRINCIPLES 101
LIKE + LIKE

Items with similar flavor profiles typically make for tasty pairs.

OPPOSITES ATTRACT
Try pairing items with totally contrasting flavors, like sweet with salty.

ALL ABOUT TERROIR
If they come from the same region, it’s likely they’ll go well together.

Vermont Shepherd Invierno + Peppadews

YOUR PERFECT PAIRS

The Spicy Shepherd 

Hearty, earthy Invierno holds up well to the spicy-sweet zing of 
Peppadews, creating a balanced bite that’s infinitely snackable. 

Plum Pie à la Mode

Fruity, floral jam meets sweet, milky cheese in a bite that evokes
a slice of warm summer pie topped with vanilla ice cream. 

Casatica® di Bufala + Trade Street Jam Co. Plum & Rose Jam

HOW TO CUT & SERVE YOUR CHEESE
3-5
WEEKS

AGED

3-5

Vermont Shepherd Invierno
“Invierno” means winter in Spanish, so it’s no 
surprise that this cheese is made with milk that 
ripens during the cold months of the year. A firm and 
hearty creation with a gentle spice, mild tang, and 
notes of smoke.

Earthy / Tang / Woodsy 

3-5
MONTHS

AGED

5-7

@murrayscheese | murrayscheese.comSHARE YOUR CHEESY PICS WITH US ON SOCIAL #MURRAYSCHEESE

RECTANGLE WEDGE
Casatica® di Bufala

Cut perpendicular to the rectangular 
wedge. You’ll end up with portions that 
have small pieces of rind on each side.

TRIANGLE CUT
Vermont Shepherd Invierno

Cut the triangular rind pieces off one side of the 
wedge. Then, a triangular wedge just needs to 

be sliced from the side. 

Peppadews
Vibrantly red, these Peppadews pack a pronounced 
sweet and spicy flavor into one crunchy bite. They add 
a bright zing and savory sweetness to a cheese board, 
perfect for cutting through rich meats and cheeses. 

Bright / Zesty / Fruity 
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